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Ž .Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with adjoint group G. Let U g be
Žthe enveloping algebra of g. Following an idea of J. Dixmier, Sur la methode desÂ
orbites, in ``Proceedings de la conference: Non commutative Harmonic analysis,Â
Marseille]Luminy, 1978,'' Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 728, Springer-
.Verlag, New YorkrBerlin we construct a bijection from the set of regular
Ž .coadjoint orbits onto the set of minimal primitive ideals in U g , without using the
Žnotion of ``polarization'' see J. Dixmier, Algebres Enveloppantes, Gauthier-Vil-Á
.lars, Paris, 1974 . This is a partial answer to the problem posed by J. Dixmier in the
former reference. Q 1999 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let g be a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over a field k of
characteristic 0, with adjoint group G and let g* be the dual space of g.
Ž . Ž .Let S g be the symmetric algebra of g and A g the Weyl algebra of g
which is isomorphic with the algebra of differential operators on g with
Ž .polynomial coefficients. The action of G on g induces an action on S g ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .GS g* , and A g . Let A g be the algebra of G-invariant elements of
Ž .A g . Fix a Cartan subalgebra h of g , and the associated Weyl group W.
Ž . Ž .WThen W acts on h , hence on A h . Let A h be the algebra of
Ž . w xW-invariant elements of A h . In 7 , Harish-Chandra defined an algebra
Ž .G Ž .Whomomorphism d : A g “ A h . Set
G GI [ a g A g a p s 0 for all p g S g* .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5
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w xWhen g has no factor of type E , E , or E , Wallach in 17 , and, in the6 7 8
w xgeneral case, Levasseur and Stafford in 12 , proved that the following
sequence is exact:
dG W60 “ I “ A g A h “ 0.Ž . Ž .
ÃŽ .Let A g be the algebra of differential operators on g with formal power
ÃŽ .series coefficients. If S g* is the algebra of formal power series on g ,
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .A g is generated as an algebra by the algebras S g* and S g . Let m
Ž .be the augmentation ideal in the algebra S g* . Then d is continuous for
the m-adic topology and there exists a unique continuous homomorphism
Ã Ã G Ã W Ã Ã GŽ . Ž . Ž .d from A g to A h which extends d . Let I be the ideal in A g
generated by I. We prove that:
Ž .0.1 THEOREM 2.3 . The sequence
ÃdG W6Ã Ã Ã0 “ I “ A g A h “ 0Ž . Ž .
is exact.
w xThe steps of the proof for the surjectivity are analogous to that of 12 .
Ã W Ã WŽ . Ž .More precisely, if B is the subalgebra of A h generated by S h* and
W Ã WŽ . Ž . Ž .S h , we show that B s A h Theorem 1.4 . If A is the subalgebra of
Ã G Ã G G Ã Ã WŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A g generated by S g* and S g , then d A s B s A h . For the
Ã Ãproof that ker d s I we use the notion of radial component of a differen-
tial operator.
In Sections 3 and 4 we apply the results of Section 2 in order to describe
the minimal primitive ideals of a semisimple Lie algebra. More precisely,
w xin 4 Dixmier attaches to a polarizable coadjoint orbit O a primitive ideal
Ž . Ž .I O in the enveloping algebra U g . When g is solvable, the map I is a
homeomorphism from the set g*rG of coadjoint orbits onto the set
Ž Ž .. Ž . w xPrim U g of primitive ideals in U g 4, 14 . In addition, for a semisimple
r Ž r .Lie algebra g , O ‹ I O is a bijection from the set g*rG of regularr
Ž . w x w xorbits onto the set X of minimal primitive ideals in U g 4 . In 5 , for a
Lie algebra g over k, Dixmier constructs a homomorphism L from theg
ÃŽ . Ž .enveloping algebra U g into A g . When g is nilpotent, he uses this
Ž . Ž .homomorphism to construct the primitive ideal I O in U g , attached to
w xO, without using the notion of polarization 5, Theorem 5.3 .
Ž .In Section 3 we calculate the image of an element in the center Z g of
the enveloping algebra, under L , for a semisimple Lie algebra g. Let vg
w x Ž . Ž .Wbe Harish-Chandra's isomorphism 7, 7.4.6 from Z g onto S h and f
< Ž .G Ž .WChevalley's isomorphism q ‹ q from S g onto S h . Composingh*
the inverse of Chevalley's isomorphism and v, we obtain Duflo's isomor-
Ž . Ž .Gphism z ‹ p from Z g onto S g .z
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Ž .0.2 PROPOSITION 3.4 . Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra o¤er an
algebraically closed field k of zero characteristic, z an element in the center
Ž . Ž .GZ g of the en¤eloping algebra, and p g S g the image of z under thez&
GŽ . Ž .isomorphism Z g “S g . Let x g g. Let us consider the formal series
sh ad xr2 1Ž . 2 ns ad x .Ž .Ý 2 nad xr2 2 2n q 1 !Ž .nG0
The element
m 1 2 ndet ad xŽ .Ý 2 nž /2 2n q 1 !Ž .ns0
ÃŽ . Ž .in S g* tends, when m “ q‘, to an element p in S g* whose constant
Ã 2Ž .term is 1. Hence, there exists a unique element j in S g* such that j s p,
ÃŽ .and j is in¤ertible in S g* . Then we ha¤e
Gy1 ÃjL z j y p g A g W g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /g z g
ÃŽ .where W is the map from g into A g which associates to each element Xg
w xin g , the ¤ector field: y ‹ y X, y .
w xFor the proof we will use the recent result of Levasseur]Stafford 13
Ž Ž . Ž ..Gaccording to which we have ker d s A g W g .g
w xProposition 3.1 is conjectured by Kashiwara and Vergne in 10 . A
w xparticular case of Proposition 3.1 is obtained by Dixmier in 5 , Corol-
Ž .lary 7.5. He proves it for z, the Casimir element of U g .
Following the method of Dixmier, using the results of Hotta]Kashiwara
on the study of holonomic systems, we describe the minimal primitive ideal
Ž r . rI O attached to a regular orbit O :
Ž . Ž .  <0.3 COROLLARY 4.5 . Let l g h*. Let N l be the ¤ariety x g g*
Ž . Ž . Ž .G4 rf x s f l for all f g S g , and let O be the unique regular G-orbit inl
Ž . Ž r . r Ž .N l . We denote by J O the defining ideal of O in S g . Then, thel l
Ž .two-sided ideal in U g
r y1 y1 Ã r Ãn O [ L j A g J O q A g W g jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /l g l
is primiti¤e, and the map n defines a bijection from the set gUrG of regularr
Ž .orbits onto the set X of minimal primiti¤e ideals in U g .
Corollary 4.5 gives a partial answer to the problem posed by Dixmier in
w x5, Ch. 6 .
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Ž . Ž .This article consists of the following sections: 1 Generalities; 2 On a
Ž . Ž .homomorphism of Harish-Chandra; 3 A remark on the operator L z ,
Ž . Ž .and 4 On the minimal primitive ideals in U g .
1. GENERALITIES
Let V be an l-dimensional vector space over a field k of characteristic
Ž .zero and let V* be its dual. We will denote by A V the Weyl algebra of V
which is generated as an algebra by V and V*. It contains the symmetric
*Ž . Ž . Ž .algebras S V and S V* as subalgebras. For all ¤ , ¤ 9 in V = V , we
Ž .have in A V
² :w x¤ , ¤ 9 s ¤ 9, ¤ .1.
Ž .The algebra A V is identified with the algebra of differential operators
on V with polynomial coefficients. In this identification, an element ¤ in V
corresponds to the derivation with respect to ¤ , and an element ¤ 9 in V*
corresponds to the multiplication operator by the function ¤ 9. An element
Ž . Ž .in A V which belongs to the subspace S V* m V corresponds to a
polynomial vector field on V.
Ž .Let m be the augmentation ideal of the symmetric algebra S V * . Let
ÃŽ . Ž .us consider the m-adic topology in S V* . Let S V* be its completed
ÃŽ .algebra and m the maximal ideal in S V* . For each natural number n , weÃ
Ž . Ž .will denote by S V the subspace of S V whose elements are sums ofn
Ž .homogeneous elements of degree at most n . We will denote by A V then
Ž . Ž . Ž .subspace S V* m S V of A V . The familiesn
k kA V ¤ m k g N and m A V k g NŽ . Ž . 4  4n n
Ž .are fundamental systems of neighbourhoods of 0 in A V for the m-adicn
Ž .topology. Let T be the topological structure on A V , which is the
inductive limit of these topologies. Then T is the topology of a topological
ÃŽ . Ž .ring. The completed algebra A V of A V for this topology is the union
ÃŽ . Ž .of the completions A V of the subspaces A V . It is a Hausdorffn n
topological space.
ÃŽ . Ž .Let G be a subgroup of GL V . The group G acts naturally on S V*
Ž .and S V :
g . f ¤ s f gy1 ¤Ž . Ž .
g . p ¤ 9 s p g .¤ 9Ž . Ž .
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* *ÃŽ . Ž .for all f g S V , p g S V , ¤ g V, ¤ 9 g V , and g g G. We may also
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .define the action of G on A V . If a is an element in A V , we define
y1 *Ãg .a f s g . a g . f for all f g S V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
* G G GÃ ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Let S V , S V , and A V be the subsets of G-invariant elements in$
G G* * *Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .S V , S V , and A V , respectively, and S V the closure of S VŽ .
*ÃŽ .in S V for the m-adic topology. If A is a commutative noetherian ring
Ž .then D A denotes the ring of k-linear differential operators with coeffi-
Ž . Ž . Ž .cients in A. It is defined to be D A s D D A , where D A s An / 0 n 0
and, inductively,
w xD A s f g End A : a, f g D A , ;a g A . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1
*Ã Ãw x Ž Ž .. Ž .We see 3, Ch. 3.1.1 that the ring D S V is isomorphic to A V , and
*Ã ÃŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .the filtration of D S V coincides with that of A V . Let Der A bek
Ž .the set of k-linear derivations on A. An element d of Der A is a map ofk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A into A such that d xy s d x y q xd y for all x, y g A, and d k s 0.
Let t be a non-zero element in k. We will denote by t the automor-t
Ž .phism of A V defined by the equalities
t ¤ s ty1 ¤ and t ¤ 9 s t¤ 9Ž . Ž .t t
*Ž . Ž .for all ¤ , ¤ 9 g V = V . This automorphism of A V is continuous for
the m-adic topology. Denote by the same symbol the continuous extension
ÃŽ .of t on A V . For all t, t is an automorphism of the topological ringt t
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .A V . For all a in A V , there exists a unique family of elements in A V :
 Žm. 4a ; m g Z ,
which satisfies the following conditions:
aŽm. s 0 for m small enough
Žm. Žm. m Žm.  4a s a , t a s t a for all m and for all t in k _ 0 .Ž .Ý t
mgZ
$ $
G G*Ž .1.1 LEMMA. If G ; GL V , let S V and A V be the closures ofŽ . Ž .
* G G * * GÃ Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S V and A V , respecti¤ely, in S V and A V . If S V and
G *Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .A V are the subalgebras of G-in¤ariant elements in S V and A V , then$ $
G GG G* *Ã ÃŽ . Ž .S V s S V and A V s A V .Ž . Ž .
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$
G GÃŽ .Proof. It is clear that A V ; A V . From the previous discussion,Ž .
ÃŽ . Ž .for all a in A V , there exists a unique family of elements in A V :
 Žm. 4a ; m g Z ,
which satisfies the following conditions:
aŽm. s 0 for m small enough
Žm. Žm. m Žm.  4a s a , t a s t a for all m and for all t in k _ 0 .Ž .Ý t
mgZ
If a is a G-invariant element, the aŽm. are also G-invariant by the unicity$
Gof the decomposition. Then a belongs to A V .Ž .
*ÃŽ .Similarly, if p is an element in S V , p has a unique decomposition:
Žn. Žn. n *p s p , p g S VŽ .Ý
ngN
n * *Ž . Ž .where S V is the set of homogeneous elements in S V of degree n.
Then, if p is G-invariant, the pŽn. are also G-invariant, hence the lemma
follows.
ÃŽ . Ž .1.2 LEMMA. If G ; GL V is a finite group, then the algebra A V is a
G * * GÃ Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .finitely generated A V -module, and S V is a finitely generated S V -
module.
*Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Proof. Since A V and S V are both noetherian, the lemma follows
w xfrom 15, Corollary 5.9 .
Ã GŽ . Ž .1.3 LEMMA. If G ; GL V is a finite group, then A V is a simple
algebra o¤er k.
ÃŽ .Proof. If g g G is an inner automorphism of A V , there exists a
* y1ÃŽ .non-zero element f in S V such that g.a s faf . Since G is finite,
n ÃŽ .there exists a number n such that g s 1. Then, if a g A V , we have
g n.a s a s f nafyn, and so f n is central. On the other hand the center of
ÃŽ .A V is equal to k. Thus f is a non-zero element in k and g s 1.
Consequently, the only element of G which is an inner automorphism of
Ã ÃŽ . w x Ž .A V , is the identity. From 15, Corollary 2.6 , since A V is simple, we
GÃŽ .have that A V is simple.
* WÃ ÃŽ . Ž .1.4 THEOREM. Let B be the k-subalgebra of A V generated by S V
W Ã WŽ . Ž .and S V . Then, B s A V .
w xProof. Using Lemma 1.3, the proof is the same as in 12 .
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2. ON A HOMOMORPHISM OF HARISH-CHANDRA
Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field k,
Ž . Ž .with adjoint group G. Let S g* be the symmetric algebra of g*, let A g
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .be the Weyl algebra of g , and let S g* , A g be their completed
algebras. Let B be the Killing form on g. We fix a Cartan subalgebra h
Ž .of g. Let F s F g , h be the root system of g relative to h. We re-
call Harish-Chandra's construction of a ``radial component'' map from
differential operators on g to differential operators on h9 s h g h N
Ž . 4a h / 0, ;a g F .
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over C. Let U be an open
Ž .subset of V. Let D U denote the algebra of differential operators on Uhol
with holomorphic coefficients. That is, if x , . . . , x are linear coordinates1 n
Ž .on U then a g D U means thathol
i i1 na s a ›r› x ??? ›r› x ,Ž . Ž .Ý I 1 n
< <I Fk
where k is the order of a, a are holomorphic on U, and a k 0 for some II I
< < Ž .such that I s k. We identify S V with the constant coefficient differen-
tial operators on V. If a is given as above and if x g U is fixed then let
Ž .a g S V be equal to the constant coefficient differential operator withx
Ž .coefficients a x .I
Ž . Ž .If X g g , we denote by W X or W X the vector field on g whoseg
w xvalue in y g g is y X, y . Then W defines a Lie algebra homomorphismg
Ž .of g into A g . Hence, W can be extended to an algebra homomorphismg
Ž . Ž .of U g into A g . We define a linear map
G : S g m U g “ A gŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by G p m u s pW u for all p g S g , u g U g . We set G p m u sx
Ž . Ž .G p m u for x g g. Let s denote the usual symmetrization map of S gx
Ž .  4 w xonto U g . Let Z s x g g B x , h s 0 s h , g s Ý g , where gŽ . a g F a a
Ž Ž ..is the rootspace corresponding to a . Let Z s s S Z . Set
S h m Z s Si h m s S j ZŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýk
iqjFk
iŽ . Ž . jŽ .with S h the set of homogeneous elements of S h of degree i and S Z
Ž .the set of homogeneous elements of S Z of degree j. If h g h , then
Ž Ž . . jŽ . Ž .G : S h m Z “ Ý S g \ S g . Alsoh k jF k k
<h ‹ G s LŽSŽh .m Z .h h , kk
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ŽŽ Ž . . Ž ..is a polynomial map from h to Hom S h m Z , S g . Furthermore,C k k
w xif h g h9 then L is invertible 7, Lemma 4 and there exists a naturalh, k
Ž .m kŽ .y1 wnumber m such that h ‹ p h L is a polynomial map 7,k h, k
x q qLemma 5 . We fix a system of positive roots F and we set p s Ł a .a g F
Ž . Ž .Let D g denote the space of elements of D g of order at mosthol, k hol
Ž .k. Let « denote the augmentation homomorphism of U g . Following
Ž . Ž . Ž .Harish-Chandra, for a g D g we define r a g D h9 byhol, k hol, k
r a s Id m « Ly1 a * .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h h , k h
m k Ž . Ž .Notice that there exists m g N such that p r a g A h . We setk
d a s p r a py1Ž . Ž .
Ž .G w x Ž .G Ž .for all a g A g . By theorem 7, Theorem 1 , if a g A g , then d a g
Ž .W w xA h . We now recall some results 7, Theorem 1 of Harish-Chandra,
related to this construction:
Ž . Ž .G Ž .W1 d is an algebra homomorphism of A g into A h .
Ž . Ž .G Ž . < Ž .G Ž . <2 If p g S g* then d p s p . If q g S g then d q s q .h h*
G G 4Let I s a g A g a p s 0, ;p g S g* .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .3 We have, ker d s I.
w xBy 12, Theorem 1 the homomorphism d is surjective.
Ž . Ž .If m9 is the augmentation ideal of S h* , then 2 implies that
Ž Ž .G . Ž .Wd S g* l m s S h* l m9; hence d is a continuous homomorphism
Ã Ã GŽ .for the m-adic topology. Let d be the continuous extension of A g into
Ã W Ã ÃŽ .A h . We will show that d is also surjective and that ker d is equal to the
Ã GŽ . Ž .ideal of A g generated by ker d Theorem 2.3 .
Ã Ã Žm.Ž . Ž .2.1 LEMMA. Let a g A g . If f g S g* , we denote by f the homoge-
Ž .neous component of f of degree m. If p is a homogeneous element of S g* , of
degree d, then
Ž .mqdŽm.a p s a p for all m g Z.Ž . Ž .
I Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Proof. If a s Ý f › is an element in A g of order n , with f g S g* ,I I
Ž .then for any homogeneous element p in S g* , of degree d, we have:
Ž < <. Ž .mq I mqdŽm. Ia p s f › p s a p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý I
< <I Fn
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Ž .If p is an element in S g* , we denote by p the restriction of p in h.h
Ž .G Ž .WThen p ‹ p defines an isomorphism of S g* onto S h* . Thish
Ã GŽ .isomorphism can be extended continuously to an isomorphism of S g*
Ã W Ã GŽ . Ž .onto S h* . If f is an element in S g* , we denote by f the image of fh
Ã WŽ . Ž .in S h* under this isomorphism. If q is an element in S g , we consider
< < Ž .Gits restriction to h*, q . Then q ‹ q defines an isomorphism of S gh* h*
Ž .Wonto S h . This is Chevalley's isomorphism.
Ž .GThe restriction of r to S g* coincides to the restriction of d to
Ž .GS g* . Then r is continuous for the m-adic topology. Hence, we can
Ã G ÃŽ . Ž .extend r to an application r from A g to A h .Ã
Ã G GŽ . Ž .2.2 LEMMA. If a is an element in A g , then for any p in S g* , we
ha¤e
r a p s a p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã hh
Ž .GProof. We prove first the equality for an element a in A g , and then
Ã GŽ .we deduce the result by continuous extension in A g . If the order of a
y1 Ž . Ž Ž . .is k, for any element h in h9, L a is an element in S h m Z . Leth, k h k
 4  4 Ž .H , . . . , H be a basis of h and Z , . . . , Z m q l s n be a basis of Z.1 l 1 m
Ž . l Ž . m PIf P s p , . . . , p g N and Q s q , . . . , q g N , we set H s1 l 1 m
H p1 ??? H p l and ZQ s Zq1 ??? Zqm in Z. Then we may write1 l 1 m
Ly1 a s l H P m ZQ where l g k .Ž . Ýh , k h P , Q P , Q
< < < <P q Q Fk
Hence,
a s l H PW ZQŽ .Ýh P , Q
< < < <P q Q Fk
Ž .and by formula * , we have
r a s l « ZQ H P .Ž . Ž .Ýh P , Q
< < < <P q Q Fk
This implies that
r a p s l « ZQ H P p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýh h P , Q h
< < < <P q Q Fk
w xOn the other hand, since p is G-invariant, by 5, Lemma 2.5 we have
a p s l H PW ZQ pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýh P , Q
< < < <P q Q Fk
s l « ZQ H P p .Ž . Ž .Ý P , Q h
< < < <P q Q Fk
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Consequently, for all h g h9, we have
r a p h s a p h s a p hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h h
and
r a p s a p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . hh
Ã GŽ .Let a be an element in A g . It follows that
r a p s r aŽm. p s aŽm. p s a p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã Ž .Ý Ý hh h h
mgZ mgZ
Ã Ã G Ã GŽ . Ž .Let I be the ideal in A g generated by ker d . By 2.1, if a g A g
Ž . Ž .G Žm.Ž . Žm.and a p s 0 for all p in S g* , then a p s 0 for all m. Hence, a
belongs to I for all m. Then
G GÃ ÃI s a g A g a p s 0, ;p g S g* .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5
2.3 THEOREM. The sequence
ÃdG W6Ã Ã Ã0 “ I “ A g A h “ 0Ž . Ž .
is exact.
Ã Ã ÃProof. We prove that ker d s I. By Lemma 2.1, a g I if and only if
Žm. Ãa g I for all m. Hence, if a is an element in I, then a belongs to
Ã Ãker d . Let a be now an element in ker d . We remark that
Ã y1d a s p r a pŽ . Ž .Ã
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .in the localization A h . Since A h ¤ A h is injection, we havep p
ÃŽ . Ž .d a s 0 if and only if r a s 0. Then, by Lemma 2.2, we see that aÃ
Ãbelongs to I.
Ã GŽ .We now prove the surjectivity of d . Since the restriction of d to S g*
Ž Ž .G. Ž .G Ž .Wis the isomorphism f ‹ f f g S g* of S g* onto S h* , theh
Ã Ã G Ã GŽ . < Ž Ž . .restriction of d to S g* is the isomorphism f ‹ f f g S g* ofh
Ã G Ã W Ã GŽ . Ž . Ž .S g* onto S h* . The restriction of d to S g is Chevalley's isomor-
< Ž Ž .G. Ž .G Ž .Wphism q ‹ q q g S g of S g onto S h . By Theorem 1.4,h*
W W WÃ ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .A h is generated by S h* and S h , hence the theorem follows.
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Ž .3. A REMARK ON THE OPERATOR L z
Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field k
and let G be its algebraic group. The aim of this section is to prove
w xCorollary 1 10 of Kashiwara]Vergne's conjecture for a semisimple Lie
Ž .algebra Proposition 3.4 .
Ž .For all x g g and r a positive integer, we denote q x the homoge-r
neous polynomial map of degree r from g into g such that
r
q x y s ad y x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r
for all y g g. Since g is a finite dimensional vector space, the space of
homogeneous polynomial maps of degree r from g into g is naturally
rŽ . Ž .isomorphic to the tensor product S g* m g. Thus q x can be consid-r
rŽ . Ž .ered as an element in S g* m g. Let b be the sequence of rationaln ng N
numbers such that b s 1 and, for all r G 1,0
ry11 1
b s y b .Ýr ir ! r y i q 1 !Ž .is0
Let a be a complex number. Then the power series Ý b a r convergesr G 0 r
and we have
a
rb a s .Ý r ya1 y erG0
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .For x in g , we note L x , or simply L x , the element in S g* m gg
defined by
L x s L x s x q b q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýg r r
rG1
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Similarly we note by R x , or simply R x , the element in S g* m gg
defined by
R x s R x s x q c q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýg r r
rG1
where c s 1, c s yb and c s b for all r G 2. If a is a complex0 1 1 r r
number, then the power series Ý c a r converges and we haver G 0 r
a
rc a s .Ý r ae y 1rG0
ÃŽ . Ž .We may consider L resp. R as a map from g into A g .
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We suppose now that k is the field of complex numbers. Let U be a
Ã Ž .connected neighbourhood of 0 in g. We denote by A g the algebra ofU
differential operators on U with analytic coefficients. The morphism of the
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .algebra A g into the algebra A g , which associates to each operator aU
its germ at 0, is an injection. With the help of this injection, we will identify
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .A g with a subalgebra of A g .U
Ž .Let exp : g “ G be the exponential map. We denote by exp * theG G
pullback by the exponential map of functions or differential operators on
Ž .G to those on g. If x is an element in g we denote by L x theg , G
corresponding left invariant vector field on G. Let us choose a neighbour-
hood U of 0 in g such that the restriction of the exponential in U is a
Ž < . Ž Ž . < .diffeomorphism from U onto V s exp U. Let exp * L x be theU VG g , G
differential operator on g with analytic coefficients, which is the inverse
Ž . < w x Ž .image of L x by the exponential map. By 6 , for all x, y g g = U,Vg , G
we have
ad y
< <exp * L x y s xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .U VG g , G 1 y exp yad yŽ .
rs x q ad y xŽ . Ž .Ý
rG1
Ž .which converges in U. Hence L x is the Taylor series at 0 of the inverse
Ž .image of L x by the exponential map.g , G
Ž . Ž3.1 LEMMA. The map L resp. R is a Lie algebra homomorphism resp.
Ã. Ž .antihomomorphism of g into A g .
Ž .Proof. Assume first that k s C. By the preceding discussion, L x is
Ž . Ž < .the Taylor series at 0 of the image of L x by exp *. As L is aUg , G G g , G
homomorphism of the Lie algebra g into the Lie algebra of left invariant
vector fields on G, L is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
We suppose now that k is an algebraically closed field of zero character-
istic. Then k is an inductive limit of algebraically closed fields k isomor-i
phic to a subfield of C. For a suitable i, there exists a Lie algebra g overi
k such that g is deduced by g , by extension of scalars from k to k. Iti i i
follows from the last paragraph that the lemma is true for the Lie algebra
g ; thus it is true for g.i
In the same way, if we consider the right invariant vector field on G
defined by an element x g g , we prove that R is an antihomomorphism of
Lie algebras.
Ž . ŽWe also denote by L resp. R the homomorphism resp. antihomomor-
Ã. Ž . Ž . Ž .phism of U g into A g which extends L resp. R . For all x in g , let
Ž .W x be the vector field defined in Section 2. Then we have
W x s L x y R x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž3.2 LEMMA. The map L resp. R is a homomorphism resp. antihomo-
.morphism of G-modules.
Ž . w xProof. Let x in g and u in U g . By Lemma 2.5 of 5 , the action x.
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .x w x Ž Ž ..L u of x on L u is W x , L u . But, by 5, 2.3 , the elements of L U g
Ž Ž ..commute with the elements of R U g . Then we have
x .L u s W x , L uŽ . Ž . Ž .
s L x L u y R x L u y L u L x q L u R xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s L x . u .Ž .
Let us consider now the formal series
sh ad xr2 1Ž . 2 ns ad x .Ž .Ý 2 nad xr2 2 2n q 1 !Ž .ns0
The element
m 1 2 ndet ad xŽ .Ý 2 nž /2 2n q 1 !Ž .ns0
G ÃŽ . Ž .of S g* tends, when m “ q‘, to an element p in S g* whose
Ã GŽ .constant term is 1. Hence, there exists a unique element j in S g* such
2 ÃŽ .that j s p, and j is invertible in S g* .
Ž .3.3 LEMMA. Let J be an ideal in S g . Then the set
y1 y1 Ã ÃI s L j A g J q A g W g jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž .is a two-sided ideal in U g .
Proof. Since L is an algebra homomorphism, the set
y1 y1 Ã ÃI s L j A g J q A g W g jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž .is a left ideal in U g . Let x be in g and u in I. By Lemma 3.2, and since j
is G-invariant, the element
y1 y1 y1 y1jL u. x j s j L u , W x j s jL u j W x y W x jL u jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .belongs to A g J q A g W g . Thus I is stable under the adjoint repre-
sentation, as desired.
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3.4 PROPOSITION. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra o¤er an alge-
Ž .braically closed field k of characteristic zero, z an element in the center Z g
Ž .Gof the en¤eloping algebra, p g S g the image of z under the isomorphismz&
G ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Z g “S g , and j the element of S g* defined in 0.2. Then we ha¤e
Gy1 ÃjL z j y p g A g W g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .z
Proof. Assume first that k s C. Let g be a real form of g. If U0
Ã Ž .denotes an open neighbourhood of 0 in g , recall that we identify A gU
Ã y1Ž . w x Ž .with a subalgebra of A g . By 8, Lemma 24 , a s jL z j y p annihi-z
lates any locally invariant C‘-function on an open neighbourhood V at 0 in
g . Hence, there exists an open neighbourhood U of 0 in g such that a0
annihilates any locally invariant C‘-function on U l g . Consequently,0
Ž .a p s 0 on U l g , for every invariant polynomial function p on g. By0
Ž .G Žm.Ž . Žm.2.1 for all p in S g* , we have a p s 0 for all m. Then, a g ker d
w x Ž Ž . Ž ..Gfor all m g Z. By 13, Theorem 1.1 , ker d s A g W g ; hence a is an
Ã GŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž .element in A g W g Theorem 2.3 .
We suppose now that k is an algebraically closed field of zero character-
istic. Then k is an inductive limit of algebraically closed fields k isomor-i
phic to a subfield of C. For a suitable i, there exists a Lie algebra g overi
k such that g is deduced by g by extension of scalars. Therefore wei i
conclude from the last paragraph that
y1 ÃjL z j y p g A C m g W C m g for all z in Z C m g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z k i k i k ii i i
)Ž .
Ž . Ž .If z g Z g , the coefficients of the formal power series L z and j are ini
y1 Ã Žm.Ž . Ž .k , then a s jL z j y p belongs to A g . If a s Ý a is thei z i mg Z
Žm. Ž .homogeneous decomposition of a, then for all m, a belongs to A g .i
Ž . Žm. Ž . Ž .On the other hand, by ) , a g A C m g W C m g which is equalk i k ii i
Ž . Ž . Žm. Ž . Ž .to C m A g W g ; hence, for all m in Z, a belongs to A g W g ,k i i i ii Ã y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and a g A g W g . Consequently, if z g Z g , then jL z j y p gi i i z
ÃŽ . Ž .A g W g . Therefore, by extension of scalars from k to k, we see thati i i
y1 ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .jL z j y p g A g W g , for z in Z g .z
3.5 COROLLARY. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra o¤er an algebraically
Ž .closed field k of zero characteristic, Z g be the center of the en¤eloping
Ž . Ž . Ž .Walgebra U g , v : Z g “ S h be the Harish-Chandra's isomorphism, andÄ
W Ã WŽ . Ž .L be the injection of S h into A h . Then, the following diagram ish
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commutati¤e
ÃdG W6Ã ÃŽ . Ž .A g A h6 6
y1Ž . LjL ? j hg
v w6Ž . Ž .Z g S h
ÃŽ . w xProof. Let z in Z g . By 3.2, 7, Theorem 1 and the equality ker d s
Ã G Ã y1Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . . < Ž .A g W g , we have that d jL z j s p s v z ; the corollaryh*z
follows.
4. ON THE MINIMAL PRIMITIVE IDEALS
1
qThe notation is as in Section 2. Let r s Ý a . In this section wea g F2
construct a bijection from the set g*rG of regular orbits onto the set X ofr
Ž . w xminimal primitive ideals in U g see Corollary 4.5 , without using the
w xnotion of polarization. This method is suggested by Dixmier in 5 .
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..Let p be the canonical projection S g* “ S g* r g*S g* ( C. We
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .denote by ˆ the map S g* m S g “ S g given by a m b ‹ p a b ,
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .where a g S g* and b g S g . The algebra A g is filtered by degree of
differential operators. We identify g with g* through the Killing form.
Ž .Now let N g* be the set of elements in g* which is identified with the set
Ž .G Ž .Gof nilpotent elements in g. Let S g be the set of elements in S gq
Ž . Ž .having zero constant term. Then, the defining ideal of N g* in S g is
Ž .G Ž . w xequal to S g S g 4, Theorem 8.1.3 . For any differential operator a inq
ÃŽ . Ž .A g , we denote by s a the principal symbol of a. We also denote by
Ž .U g the subspace of elements of degree F n, with respect to the naturaln
Ž . Ž . Ž .filtration on U g , and by s u the symbol of an element u in U g .
Ž .4.1 LEMMA. Let gr U g be the graded algebra associated to the filtration
ÃŽ . Ž .on U g and let gr A g be the graded algebra associated to the filtration on
ÃŽ .A g . Then the following diagram is commutati¤e:
s 6Ž . Ž . Ž .U g gr U g ( S g
6
6
y1Ž . ˆjL ? jg
s 6Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .A g gr A g ( S g* m S g
Ž .Proof. Let u be an element in U g . Let p , . . . , p be a basis for gp 1 n
and q , . . . , q be the dual basis for g*. If u s Ý l pa1 ??? pan, then1 n < a < F p a 1 n
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w x5, Lemma 7.3 implies that
L u s l pa1 ??? panŽ . Ý a 1 n
< <a sp
q c p b1 ??? p bn q v pg1 ??? pg nW pŽ .Ý Ýb 1 n g , i 1 n i
< < < <b -p g -p , 1FiFn
ÃŽ .where, c and v belong to S g* ; hence,b g , i
y1 y1 b b y11 njL u j s s u y s u , j j q j c p ??? p jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ý b 1 nž /
< <b -p
g1 g n w xq v p ??? p q p , p .Ý Ýg , i 1 n j j iž /
< < jg -p , 1FiFn
y1 ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since jL u j is the sum of s u , of an element in g*S g* m S g and
y1Ž Ž Ž . .. Ž .an element of degree less than p, we have ˆ s jL u j s s u .
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .4.2 LEMMA. Let L be a left ideal in A g and L be the left ideal in A g
Ã ÃŽ .generated by L. Then, the associated graded algebra gr L of L, for the
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .filtration induced by the filtration in A g , is the ideal in S g* m S g
Ž .generated by the associated graded algebra gr L of L.
Ã ÃProof. Let a be an element in L. For n g N we denote by L theŽn .
Ãelements of L of maximum degree n . Let d be the degree of a and let da
ÃŽ .be the smallest integer such that a belongs to the S g* -submodule of
ÃŽ . w xA g , generated by L . From 16, 21 and Proposition 23 , we have theŽd.
exact sequence:
Ã Ã0 “ S g* m L “ S g* m LŽ . Ž .SŽg*. Ždy1. SŽg*. Žd.
Ã“ S g* m L rL “ 0;Ž . SŽg*. Žd. Ždy1.
Ž .then s a is a homogeneous element of degree d. Thus, d is equal to da
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .and s a belongs to the S g* -submodule of gr A g , generated by gr L.
This implies the lemma.
Ž .Let M be a left A g -module. If M is finitely generated and G is a
Ž Ž ..good filtration of M, then gr M is a finitely generated gr A g -module.G
Let
Ann gr MŽ .' grŽ AŽg .. G
Ž .be the radical of the annihilator of gr M in gr A g . It does not depend onG
the choice of the good filtration. Define the characteristic variety of M to
be the variety of zeros of Ann gr M in g*= g.Ž .' grŽ AŽg .. G
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Ã Ãw Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽG4.3 PROPOSITION. Let l g h*. If gr A g W g q Ý A g p ypg SŽg .
Ã ÃŽ ..x Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽGp l is the associated graded ideal of A g W g q Ý A g p ypg SŽg .
Ž ..p l , then we ha¤e
Ã Ãgr A g W g q A g p y p lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
GŽ .pgS g
GÃ Ã; S g* m S g S g [ g*S g* m S g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q
w Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽGProof. We will first prove that gr A g W g q Ý A g p ypg SŽg .
Ž ..x Ž . Ž .G Ž . Ž . Ž .p l is contained in S g* m S g S g [ g*S g* m S g . Let N beq l
Ž .the left A g -module
A g r A g W g q A g p y p l , l g h*.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
GŽ .pgS g
w xBy the proof of Theorem 6.1 in 9 , we know that the characteristic variety
Ž .Ch N of N is equal tol l
<x , j g g = N g* ad x .j s 0 . 4Ž . Ž .
 4 Ž .Consequently 0 = N g* is contained in the variety of zeros of
w Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž ..x Ž . Ž .Ggr A g W g q Ý A g p y p l ; hence, if a g A g W g qpg SŽg .
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .G Ž .GÝ A g p y p l , then ˆ s a g S g S g . By Lemma 4.2,pg SŽg . q
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž ..Gthe graded ideal associated to A g W g q Ý A g p y p l ispg SŽg .
ÃŽ . Ž . w Ž . Ž .equal to the ideal in S g* m S g generated by gr A g W g q
Ž .Ž Ž ..xGÝ A g p y p l , hence the proposition.pg SŽg .
4.4 THEOREM. If l g h*, let x be the central character of the Vermal
Ž . Ž w x. X Ž . Ž .module M l see 4 . If I is the two-sided ideal Lemma 3.3 in U g ,l
y1 Ã Ãu g U g N jL u j g A g W g q A g p y p l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý½ 5
GŽ .pgS g
X Ž .then we ha¤e I s U g ker x .l lyr
Ž .Proof. Let u be in U g ker x . We can write u s Ý u z , wherelyr i i i
Ž .u g U g and z g ker x . By proposition 3.4, we havei i lyr
Ã y1 Ã y1d jL u j s d jL u z jŽ .Ž . Ý i iž /ž /
i
Ã y1 y1s d jL u j jL z jŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i iž /
i
Ã y1 Ã y1s d jL u j d jL z jŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i i
i
Ã y1s d jL u j p ,Ž .Ž .Ý i z i
i
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Ž . Ž .G Žwhere p are the images of z under the isomorphism Z g ( S g seez ii
. w x Ž . Ž . y1Section 3 . Then by 4, 7.4.6 , p l s 0, hence jL u j is in the left idealz iÃ Ã XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .GA g W g q Ý A g p y p l . Consequently, U g ker x ; I .pg SŽg . lyr l
Ž . XLet u9 g U g l I . We prove by induction on n that u9 gn l
Ž . Ž . X Ž .U g ker x . We may suppose that U g ker x contains I l U g .lyr lyr l ny1
Ž .By Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.3, s u9 is an element in the ideal
Ž .G Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .S g S g s gr U g ker x ; hence, there exists u in U g ker x lq lyr lyr
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U g such that s u s s u9 . Then, u y u9 g U g . By the inductionn ny1
Ž . Ž .hypothesis u y u9 g U g ker x , thus U g ker x contains u9.lyr lyr
For any l g h*, let us consider the set
G<N l s x g g* f x s f l for all f g S g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
w x Ž .In 11, Theorem 0.7 , Kostant shows that N l is a normal variety of
Ž .dimension n y l . Moreover N l is a finite union of G-orbits
r r sN l s O s O j ??? j O ,Ž . l l l
r Ž . swhere O is the unique regular G-orbit in N l , and O is the uniquel l
Ž .semisimple G-orbit in N l .
4.5 COROLLARY. Let l g h*, and let O r be the regular G-orbit inlqr
Ž . Ž r . r Ž .N l q r . We denote by J O the defining ideal of O in S g . Then,lqr lqr
Ž .the ideal in U g
r y1 y1 Ã r Ãn O [ L j A g J O q A g W g jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /ž /lqr lqr
is primiti¤e, and the map n defines a bijection from the set g*rG of regularr
Ž .orbits onto the set X of minimal primiti¤e ideals in U g .
w xProof. By 11, Theorem 0.5 , we have
J O r s S g p y p l q r .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ýlqr
GŽ .pgS g
rŽ . Ž .Then Theorem 4.4 implies that n O is equal to U g ker x .lqr l
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